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Abstract
The use of unmanned autonomous weapons (robots and other unmanned weapon systems)
on the battlefield is rapidly expanding. Autonomous weapons will influence the way the United
States wages battles in the future. They are the springboard for a transformation that will
eventually result in a Revolution in Military Affairs. However, there is a reluctance to arm them,
which would exploit their full potential. Critics often cite the legal and ethical dimensions of
fighting battles and killing humans with machines. The United States should begin capitalizing on
the benefits autonomous weapons bring to the fight and should be preemptive in establishing joint
war fighting doctrine and shaping international policy. This paper explores some of the
operational benefits of autonomous weapons and the ethical and social barriers of fighting a war
with autonomous weapons.
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Introduction
We’re entering an era in which unmanned vehicles of all kinds will take on greater importance—in
space, on land, in the air, and at sea.
President George W. Bush, Citadel speech, 11 December 20011
The use of unmanned autonomous weapons (robots and other unmanned weapon systems) on
the battlefield is rapidly expanding. “It’s going to change the fundamental equation of war. First, you
had human beings without machines. Then you had human beings with machines. And finally you
have machines without human beings.”2 Autonomous weapons will influence the way the United
States wages battles in the future. The United States should begin capitalizing on the benefits
autonomous weapons bring to the fight and should be preemptive in establishing joint war fighting
doctrine and shaping international policy.
“Decades of advances in robotics are making their way from the drawing board to the
battlefield. Long considered too dumb, too flimsy and too experimental to be of much practical use,
military robots are beginning to take on tasks deemed too dangerous or uncomfortable for flesh-andblood soldiers.”3 They are the springboard for a transformation that will eventually result in a
Revolution in Military Affairs within the next two decades consisting of full spectrum dominance
through information superiority and a cultural shift away from requiring dual target identification by a
man-in-the-loop prior to target engagement. However, there is a reluctance to arm them, which would
exploit their full potential by allowing them to autonomously seek out and destroy targets. Critics often
cite the legal and ethical dimensions of fighting battles and killing humans with machines. This paper
explores some of the operational benefits of autonomous weapons and the ethical and social barriers of
fighting a war with autonomous weapons. This paper will not explore the current state of technology,
but will assume the United States currently possesses at least a minimum capability of fielding
autonomous weapons.
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Autonomous Weapons Defined
The Oxford Dictionary defines autonomous as “self-governing or independent,”4 whereas the
Merriam-Webster dictionary defines it as “existing or capable of existing independently” and
“responding, reacting, or developing independently of the whole.”5 For the purposes of this paper, I am
defining autonomous weapons (AW) as weapons capable of accomplishing a mission with limited or
no human intervention. These systems are capable of self-propulsion, independent processing of the
environment, and independent response to the environment.
AW range from semi-autonomous to fully autonomous depending on the degree of
involvement by a man-in-the-loop (MITL). In addition, they vary in lethality. Some AW operate fully
autonomously in a non-lethal manner, such as surveillance and reconnaissance platforms. These
systems do not possess the capability to engage targets without the consent or control of a man-in-theloop. Future AW designs will be able to operate and lethally engage targets autonomously without a
MITL. Examples include the Navy’s Unmanned Underwater Vehicle’s (UUV)6 capability of
autonomous underwater de-mining; the Air Force’s Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV)7 and
Autonomous Wide Area Search Munition (AWASM);8 the Army’s Future Combat System (FCS);9
and the Marine Corps Gladiator.10

Operational Utility of Autonomous Weapons
There are numerous advantages of AW. They have the potential of being the “faster, better,
cheaper” systems of the future. Depending on the level of artificial intelligence, unmanned systems are
one-third the cost of manned platforms and cost two-thirds as much to operate.11 Designs are not
constrained by the incorporation of life support systems, which frees up critical space and weight
allowing for smaller and stealthier systems. Range, endurance, and persistence can be increased and the
logistics footprint can be minimized. In addition, advanced computer processing can reduce the
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decision cycle time and increase weapons accuracy. They are more versatile and can operate in
environments where humans cannot, such as high threat, nuclear, chemical, or biological environments.
Finally, AW can be more flexible by offering a commodity approach to mission management.12
Communications, sensors, and weapons suites can be rapidly removed and replaced to meet mission
requirements.
Application to Joint Vision 2020
One of the most unconventional aspects of the U.S. war in Afghanistan is that the commander usually
has been on the other side of the planet. – General Franks13
Our information and our ability to see the battlefield as a result of things like the Predator (unmanned
reconnaissance aircraft) and the communications off the battlefield have radically changed everything
we know. The result is that Franks can sit in his headquarters in Tampa and watch on screens things
you could not have seen 10 years ago by actually being on the ground.
– A Senate aide involved in military affairs14
Today’s battles occur at an increasingly faster tempo and consist of numerous simultaneous
attacks spread across a wider battlespace. In addition, today’s’ forces are more technologically
advanced and possess unprecedented levels of lethality and integration. The commander must be able
to exploit technology in new and innovative ways in order to manage the complexity inherent in future
wars.
Joint Vision 2020 (JV 2020) recognizes the changing dimensions of warfare and provides a
roadmap for the transformation of America’s military in order to make it “faster, more lethal, and more
precise,” through the investment and development of new capabilities.15 JV 2020 focuses on achieving
full spectrum dominance through the operational concepts of dominant maneuver, precision
engagement, focused logistics, and full dimension protection.16 In order to meld the operational
concepts into full spectrum dominance, the commander must achieve information superiority and
possess superior command and control. While AW can be an enabler in all four operational concepts,
they can really make an impact in precision engagement and contribute to information superiority.
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However, in order to maximize their full potential, the commander needs superior command and
control mechanisms.
Precision Engagement
Precision Engagement is the ability of joint forces to locate, surveil, discern,
and track objectives or targets; select, organize, and use the correct systems;
generate desired effects; assess results; and reengage with decisive speed and
overwhelming operational tempo as required, throughout the full range of
military operations. – JV 202017
Joint doctrine is built on the classical principles of war as developed by theorists like Clausewitz
and Sun Tzu. It attempts to confuse and overwhelm the enemy through simultaneous attacks on
multiple decisive points. United States war fighting doctrine relies heavily on the integration and
synchronization of our joint forces. Through Network Centric Warfare,18 the operational commander is
able to integrate numerous stand-alone entities into a common network. However, the United States’
insistence on “eyes on target” and dual target identification fails to exploit the full capability AW bring
to the fight.
AW provide the capability to reduce the kill chain (find, fix, track, target, engage, assess) from
hours to minutes and ultimately from minutes to seconds. They facilitate this reduction in four key
areas. First, they can be pre-positioned across the globe or pre-packaged for rapid global mobility
without the large logistics footprints required by current manned weapon systems. Second, they are not
mission specific. They can be deployed in support of regional conflicts, peacekeeping, peace
enforcement, or other military-operations-other-than-war (MOOTW). They are very versatile and can
accommodate numerous intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) payloads, which can be
integrated or rapidly interchanged, using a commodity approach, depending on mission requirements.
Through the synergistic application of sensors, information systems, and weapons technology, AW can
be a stand-alone weapon system.
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Third, they are persistent. AW can stay on station for extended periods in all types of
conditions. Fuel efficiency, combined with stealth technology and the latest electronic warfare
capability, make the weapon system almost invisible to the enemy. Persistence allows the continuous
monitoring of the battlefield and enables all links in the kill chain.
Fourth, AW are capable of precision strike. They can be equipped with the latest in precision
guided munitions and can rapidly engage a target in multiple scenarios. In addition, target planners
spend countless hours performing “elaborate evaluations of the blast effects on the kind of buildings
found near the weapon’s estimated impact point. The results are interpolated with known population
distributions to make casualty projections.”19 These calculations are far too complex for the warfighter
to make in real time. AW could perform hundreds of these same calculations in real time, increasing
the lethality of the engagement while simultaneously reducing the probability of collateral damage.
Information Superiority
Information superiority – the capability to collect, process, and disseminate an
uninterrupted flow of information while exploiting or denying an adversary’s ability to do
the same. (JP1-02) Information superiority is achieved in a noncombat situation or one
in which there are no clearly defined adversaries when friendly forces have the
information necessary to achieve operational objectives. – JV 202020
In order to effectively couple precision engagement with dominant maneuver, focused logistics,
and full dimension protection, the commander needs to achieve information superiority. AW can
provide commanders with a real time perspective of the battlefield from numerous independent
locations. Unmanned weapon systems are rapidly becoming a key enabler of Network Centric
Warfare. The military plans to invest $200 billion over the next 25 years into UCAVs alone.21 Over
the next 25 years, the military will continue to migrate away from platform centric warfare to
asymmetric warfare, where multiple weapon systems will be integrated into a harmonized environment
providing the war fighter with a superior understanding of the battlespace and reducing the fog of war.
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This real time access to information has its pros and cons. First, the increase in information will
significantly enhance the commander’s common operational picture (COP) and reduce the fog of war.
Commanders will be presented with this data in real time and will be able to respond faster to changing
conditions on the battlefield. However, the warfighter is already inundated with too much information
and may not be able to process all the information provided by these systems. Second, the high demand
for high-resolution data, coupled with the increased demand for bandwidth by emerging weapon
systems, is draining available communications bandwidth. In Operation Enduring freedom, 60 percent
of the military bandwidth was provided by commercial sources.22 AW reduce the bandwidth
requirements because they do not rely on a constant control link with MITL. Third, AW offer the
capability for post mortem analysis by keeping a detailed record of the decision logic that led to an
engagement, a detailed transcript of the engagement, and a detailed battle damage assessment after the
engagement. A major tenet of warfare is accountability. AW offer a clear record of accountability.
Unfortunately, real time communications allow the data to be beamed instantaneously to parties not
normally involved in the business of waging war. We may find ourselves in more battles similar to
Vietnam where politicians choose the targets. In addition, the detailed accounting of engagements also
allows for more “Monday morning quarterbacking” from critics.
The business of collecting, communicating, and processing information will become its own
dimension of warfare. Information systems combined with rapid decision support tools integrated onto
a single platform are already driving a revolution in military affairs (RMA). Unmanned systems are
cost-effective platforms for integrating these systems and are a means of rapidly transitioning new
technology to the battlefield. They serve as independent platforms capable of integrating multiple
sensors, data processors, and weapons into a single unmanned weapon system with a total capability
greater than the sum of its individual systems.
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Command and Control
Command and control – the exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated
commander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of the mission.
Command and control functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel,
equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures employed by a commander in
planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling forces and operations in the
accomplishment of the mission. (JP1-02) – JV 202023
Information superiority does not guarantee decision superiority. AW will need to be
interoperable with existing weapon systems and governed by common doctrine and superior command
and control. “Sound command and control should ensure unity of effort, provide for centralized
direction and decentralized execution, provide and environment for applying common doctrine, and
ensure interoperability.”24
Joint Doctrine is structured around unity of effort through centralized direction and
decentralized execution. AW will be capable of Network Centric Warfare, which is envisioned to
facilitate unity of effort and decentralized execution. AW can be networked with other manned and
unmanned systems, which will allow for information sharing and increased situational awareness.
“Shared situational awareness enables collaboration and self-synchronization and enhances
sustainability and speed of command.”25 Recent operations have demonstrated an increase in
situational awareness with the commander’s ability to observe and influence operations from thousands
of miles away. However, while this increases the commander’s situational awareness, the trend has
been towards over centralized decision-making at the operational and strategic levels and reduced
effectiveness at the tactical levels.26
Joint Doctrine emphasizes unity of effort across the full spectrum of operations. Unity of effort
is achieved through sound command and control mechanisms, which include integration and
synchronization of manned and unmanned forces. Eventually, manned and unmanned weapon systems
will fight side by side. Until AW gain the trust of the commander, the battlespace will have to be
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subdivided into manned and unmanned operating areas. In addition, the military has a strong history
and culture of requiring MITL and demanding accountability. As the complexity of war continues to
increase, the MITL will start to be the weakest link in the kill chain. Eventually, the operational
commander will be forced to allow AW to operate without a MITL. Before this happens, Joint doctrine
needs to develop the ROE and the joint tactics techniques, and procedures (TTP) necessary to allow
manned and unmanned systems to co-operate throughout the battlespace.
AW can be a significant force multiplier; however, there are potential legal, ethical, and social
barriers to their use. Critics contend the use of machines to kill people is unethical, socially
unacceptable, and should be illegal. The rest of this paper will explore these arguments.

Barriers to the Use of Autonomous Weapons
Legal Framework
Nations are constrained in the way they wage war by international law, the treaties they are a
signatory to, and other legal devices. Examples include Protocol II to the 1980 Conventional Weapons
Treaty, which “bans the indiscriminate use of mines, and requires the marking of minefields and their
post-hostilities removal so as to limit noncombatant casualties”;27 and the Ottawa Treaty of 1998, which
prohibits the production, stockpiling, transfer, and use of antipersonnel mines.28 These two laws in
particular are mentioned because critics often draw parallels between anti-personnel mines and AW.
New laws are continually surfacing that could affect the employment of AW. It is not the purpose of
this paper to explore all the dimensions of the law or argue the legality of AW. However, this paper
assumes the development of AW will be in accordance with Article 36 of the 1977 Additional Protocol
I to the Geneva Conventions of 1949. 29 Article 36 obligates a nation to assess the legality of all “new
weapons, methods or means of warfare.”30
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International law is built upon a set generally accepted moral and ethical principles that govern
the way we fight. If AW pass the litmus test of these ethical guidelines, then this author argues AW
should be an acceptable form of warfare.
Ethical Guidelines
“The subject of ethics is about moral choices, about the values that underpin these choices, the
reasoning behind them, and the language used to describe moral decisions.”31 The ethical dimensions
of AW are straightforward and deal with the killing of humans by machines.
Just War Theory is the ethical reflection of war. Throughout time, societies have attempted to
humanize war and make it morally acceptable. Just War Theory deals with “why” nations go to war,
and “how” nations fight wars. From the Just War Theory, theorists distinguish between the rules that
govern the rationale for war (jus ad bellum) and those that govern just and fair conduct in war (jus in
bello). The two are not mutually exclusive, but are a set of moral principles for waging war. The
difficulty for the operational commander is adhering to these principles in war. The principles of jus ad
bellum are having just cause, being declared by a proper authority, possessing the right intention, having
a reasonable chance of success, and the ends being proportional to the means used. The principles of
jus in bello fall under the principles of discrimination, proportionality, and responsibility. For the
purpose of this paper, I am assuming the litmus test of jus ad bellum, or “why” nations go to war, has
already been met. The AW debate focuses on the principles of jus in bello, or “how” wars are fought.
The principles of jus in bello have been codified in the Law of Armed Conflict.
Law of Armed Conflict
The Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) is that subset of international law addressing generally
accepted practices for waging a “Just” or humane war.32 The foundation of LOAC is a set of moral
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standards generally accepted by the international community. This paper focuses on the three main
principles of LOAC: military necessity, proportionality, and discrimination.33
Military necessity is “the principle which justifies measures of regulated force not forbidden by
international law which are indispensable for securing the prompt submission of the enemy, with the
least possible expenditures of economic and human resources.”34 Military necessity prevents the use of
weapons which cause excessive damage or suffering in excess of the benefits being gained.35
The principle of proportionality states “the loss of life and damage to property incidental to
attacks must not be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage expected to be
gained.” The law of proportionality requires the military advantage be weighed against the potential for
collateral damage. The military benefits gained must exceed the probability of collateral damage.
Attacks cannot be indiscriminate and must limit the amount of collateral damage “in relation to the
concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.”36
The principle of discrimination or distinction requires the attack to be focused on the military
objective and prohibits indiscriminate attacks against non-military objectives. For example, the
principle prohibits “carpet bombing” of entire cities and requires an attack be capable of discriminating
between military and civilian targets. However, discrimination does not prohibit damage to nonmilitary targets, but the effects must not exceed the military advantage gained from the attack.
A nation that fights a war unjustly undermines the legitimacy of the cause and (in a democracy)
jeopardizes public support for the effort. In addition, there is the threat the struggle will escalate into
inhumane dimensions, therefore increasing the suffering of non-combatants as well as combatants. To
counter this threat, “command authorities issue [Rules of Engagement] (ROE) that describe the
circumstances and limitations under which we can start or continue military operations. You will find
ROE incorporated in almost every operations plan and operational order. Commanders use ROE to
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ensure operations follow national policy goals, mission requirements, and the rule of law….In armed
conflict, the LOAC and ROE [are] specifically tailored for each mission or area of responsibility [and]
provide guidance on the use of force….Failure to comply with the ROEs may be punishable under the
Uniform Code of Military Justice.”37
AW can preserve the legitimacy of the cause because the use of force is constrained by a rigid
set of heuristics preprogrammed to comply with the ROEs and the LOAC. AW can better discriminate
targets and calculate the impacts of an engagement in real time to insure the impact is proportional to the
military advantage gained. Emotions and adrenaline cease to affect the decision to engage. Instead, the
decision becomes one of probabilities. If the probability of success is low, or the probability of
excessive collateral damage is high, then the weapon system will not engage. Instead, the system can be
preprogrammed to ask “mother-may-I” prior to engaging the objective. The thresholds for these
probabilities will be predetermined by the operational commander based on the operating environment.
For example, a UCAV can be programmed to destroy any vehicle matching the heuristics of a tank. If
the UCAV is flying over a heavily populated center, then the commander may constrain the attack to a
high probability of target recognition and low collateral damage. If the same UCAV is flying over the
open desert known to be unpopulated by civilians or friendly forces, then the commander may lower the
probability thresholds.
Due to AW logic constraints, it can be easily argued that autonomous weapons will
be more proportional. However, discrimination is highly dependent on technology and how
the weapons are employed. The issue centers around one of probabilities. Without
probabilities, AW lose the ability to discriminate. If the probability of correct identification
is set too high, then the enemy will be at an advantage. If the probability is set too low, then
the AW will make mistakes and engage the wrong targets. The potential is there, but the
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ultimate responsibility will lie with the military and the methods in which the operational
commanders choose to employ AW. These decisions will be based on warfighting doctrine
and the rules of engagement. Both of these already incorporate the legal, moral, and ethical
constraints of waging a “Just War.”
Social Implications
I do not think you will ever witness a nation that has worked so hard to avoid civilian casualties as the
United States has. – Ari Fleischer, with respect to Operation Enduring Freedom38
Allowing machines to independently target, engage, and kill humans will likely provoke public
concerns that fall outside the legal and ethical dimensions of warfare and deal more with the humanity
of warfare. Opponents argue AW remove humanity from the equation of war.
The advance of technology and America’s low tolerance for casualties is rapidly moving the
trigger puller further and further away from the battlefield. AW exacerbate the situation. With AW, the
trigger puller is a machine. Machines do not have the capacity for the military ethos of chivalry
(courage, justice, mercy, generosity, faith, nobility, and hope).39 They make determinations based on
impassive logic functions. A machine is incapable of feeling the emotions of compassion, anger, or
courage; or conducting a virtuous war for duty, honor, or country. The further the soldier gets from the
fight, the less a psychological impact the fight has. Soldiers may be in jeopardy of losing sight of the
horrors of war.
Clausewitz contended “war is a mere continuation of policy by other means” and the soldier is
a tool of the state. The soldier makes a conscious decision that he is willing to risk his life for his nation.
A soldier possesses the cognitive ability to wage war in a humane manner guided by deepest value of
human life and learned social norms. There is a certain benevolence associated with soldiers going to
war for their country. Not so with machines. Machines are incapable of emotion and are governed by a
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complex set of equations. Tomorrows’ battles risk being won through technological superiority alone,
without regard to humanity.
Opponents argue that technology makes war more likely and increases the lethality to epic
proportions. As the warrior continues to be further moved out of harm’s way, wars may become more
likely because it becomes easier and more politically palatable for the state to wage war. A state’s
willingness to sacrifice human lives in the pursuit of political goals shows resolve and commitment to
the cause. The decision to go to war is a critical one that should not be taken lightly by a nation. If the
politician, the citizen, and the soldier are removed from the horrors of war, then there is a real threat of
war losing its awful appeal and we may find ourselves involved in more battles instead of less. In
addition, we may lose our ability to influence other nations if they perceive the United States is
unwilling to commit human lives and intends to fight our battles with technology alone.
Finally, opponents argue, “eyes on target” are required to prevent mistakes. When something
goes wrong, society wants to know who is responsible. In the military, responsibility always falls to the
commander. Standing ROEs put the burden on the commander. AW blur the lines of responsibility.
Who is responsible when an AW inadvertently makes a mistake? Is it the commander who ordered the
deployment of AW, the soldier who deployed the weapon, or the software programmer who wrote the
logic code? Society is intolerant of mistakes and these issues will need to be resolved.
Proponents of AW argue society has an obligation to exploit technology in order to reduce the
horrors of war. The “use it if you got it” approach argues that warfare is such a horrible affair and we
should strive to wage it in the least bloody manner possible. AW reduce the number of troops placed in
harm’s way and they reduce collateral damage. In addition, as argued above, AW can be more
discriminate and proportionate than manned systems.
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A captured, wounded, or dead soldier is a political liability. The “CNN factor” alone is enough
to deplete the popular support for the mission.40 CNN’s graphic footage of noncombatants (civilians
and contractors) being beheaded by Iraqi insurgents; of American soldiers coming home in body bags;
or of U.S. Marines shooting wounded Iraqis in order to neutralize the threat of being bushwhacked; all
had a repulsive effect on the worldwide audience and continue to erode political will in support of the
war in Iraq. To counter this liability, the United States is relying on technology to move the American
soldier further and further from the fight. Technology continues to reduce collateral damage and reduce
the number of friendly forces placed in “harm’s way.” The more successful we are, the more the public
begins to expect and demand wars with zero friendly casualties and limited collateral damage.
Finally, proponents argue if we do not exploit technology, someone else will. It is just a matter
of time until other nations possess the capability to produce AW. Nuclear weapons are a great example
of how nations will stop at nothing to gain a perceived technological advantage. They are also a great
example of how society will adapt to technology and trust the operational commander to make the right
choices in the employment of technology.

Conclusions/Recommendations
“Victory smiles upon those who anticipate the changes in the character of war, not upon those who
wait to adapt themselves after the changes occur” — Giulio Douhet
Science fiction writers have always been drawn towards killing machines. In a 1965 Star Trek
episode, Captain Kirk encounters a world where war is waged by computers and probabilities. The
worlds of Eminiar VII and Vendikar have been at war for over 500 years. The two planets have learned
to avoid the horrors of war by the use of computers. When computers score a “hit,” casualty
estimations are made, and people are ordered to the disintegration chambers to be atomized. Captain
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Kirk is appalled by the cold scientific approach to warfare. They have made this war too easy and until
they experience the horrors of war, there will never be any incentive to make peace.
As the United States continues to draw down its force while simultaneously increasing the
operational tempo, it will be forced to pursue more and more high technology solutions that allow the
military to do more with less. The military is continually seeking to replace manpower with high
technology solutions such as AW. AW may offer the solution to waging “zero casualty” warfare. As
the United States pursues more and more unmanned weapons systems and incorporates increasing
intelligence into these systems, it will inch closer and closer to waging war without human intervention.
The potential advantages of AW are numerous. They will be “faster, better, and cheaper” than
manned systems. They offer increased range, endurance, and persistence while keeping the warfighter
out of harms way. They reduce the military’s operational tempo because fewer troops are required to
deploy to the theater of operations. They are versatile and can be adapted to fit a wide array of missions.
In addition, they offer the commander a means of overwhelming the enemy with asymmetrical effects.
Today’s commander is constantly seeking the holy grail of full spectrum dominance and
information superiority. Technology is the key enabler, and the operational commander of tomorrow
will need to know how to exploit those technological capabilities. Human reasoning is too slow for
tomorrow’s fast-paced Network Centric Warfare. The commander will continue to be inundated with
more information than can be comprehended. “Eventually the man-in-the-loop will be the weakest part
of the weapon system.”41 In addition, as the military continues to field more and more unmanned
systems, the communications bandwidth requirements will continue to exceed capacity. By removing
MITL, the capabilities of AW can be maximized and the overall bandwidth requirements reduced.
The operational commander will need to decide when to employ AW, the level of autonomy,
the lethality, and the amount of MITL oversight. The determination will be made based on a proven
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track record of AW, the probabilities of successful engagements of the correct targets, and the
commander’s application of the operational art of war. For example, AW would not be the preferred
weapon against dual-use targets where the target has both a military and a civilian use. In order to
engage these targets, the warfighter has to make the complicated determination if the military value of
the target far outweighs the potential for collateral damage.
Currently, the United States Air Force (USAF) is leading the way in AW with UAVs.
However, “USAF doctrine currently does not allow for autonomous delivery.”42 Joint doctrine is based
on unity of effort through centralized direction and decentralized execution. Joint doctrine needs to
embrace the capabilities AW bring to the fight. We need doctrine that recognizes the inherent
capabilities of AW, allows for decentralized execution, and resists the current trend toward over
centralizing command at the highest levels.
We are still a long way from the ability to wage “zero casualty” warfare. No matter how
sophisticated AW get, they will never be able to accomplish every mission, and we will eventually be
forced to commit human beings to the fight. Even if AW evolved to a state of perfection and nationstates were able to wage wars by machines alone, eventually the AW assets will be depleted without the
goals of the nation-state having been met. When this happens, nation-states will be forced to return to
sacrificing human lives in pursuit of their objectives.
As Clausewitz and Sun Tzu have repeatedly pointed out, warfare is an art and not a science
reducible to the sterile algorithms of ones and zeros. No matter how sophisticated our weapon systems
get, the fog of war will always be present and the operational commander will be required to exercise
human intellect to wage war. The enemy will continue to adapt and overcome our capabilities in new
and imaginative ways. As we are seeing in Iraq today, “intimate knowledge of the enemy’s motivation,
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intent, will, tactical method, and cultural environment” are far more important for success than high
technology weapons.43
The decision to develop AW will be one of policy. The intellectual discussions surrounding the
legal, ethical, and social implications of AW are lagging. The ethical concerns appear straightforward
and can be dealt with through rules of engagement that comply with the Just War Theory and the
LOAC. The legal barriers may prove more difficult. To date, there are no international laws banning
the use of AW in war. However, laws may surface which could be detrimental to AW. For example,
the international community could take a position on AW that is similar to the one taken on land mines.
There is no end to the number of organizations seeking to control emerging technology in war. The
United States needs to step up to the plate and control the discussions. If the United States is not
preemptive, laws will be created that may constrain technological capabilities.
As technology matures, fears and social barriers should diminish through “social conditioning.”
Society is likely to welcome some aspects of AW. We have become intolerant of human casualties and
collateral damage and tend to embrace technology that alleviates our concerns. Public opinion seems to
approve of aerial and naval AW as demonstrated by its acceptance of UAVs, cruise missiles, and
torpedoes. All of these are already forms of semi-autonomous weapons. Removing MITL altogether
could be seen as the next step in the evolutionary development of weapons. We are rapidly
approaching fully AW in the air with armed UAVs. The next generation UAVs and UUVs will be
capable of autonomous warfare. It is only a matter of time until AW technology is available for land
warfare. Will society be as willing to accept AW in land warfare where machine and man fight handin-hand, or will autonomous land warfare be considered inhumane? The United States needs to engage
in these issues.
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The United States should pursue the exploitation of AW in an evolutionary fashion. Over time,
AW will gain the trust of the commander and the level of MITL will progressively diminish. Until
then, the United States should open discussions surrounding the legal, ethical, and social implications of
AW. The intellectual discussions need to occur, the doctrine tested in battle labs and war games; and
the tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) need to be written.44 It is not a matter of “will” we
employ AW; it is a matter of “when” we employ them. As AW gain the trust of the commander, they
will proliferate in every aspect of warfare.
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